Effect of Pnictogen Height on Spin Waves in Iron Pnictides
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We use inelastic neutron scattering to study spin waves in the antiferromagnetic ordered phase of iron pnictide NaFeAs throughout the Brillouin zone. Comparing with the well-studied AFe2As2 (A = Ca, Sr, Ba) family, spin waves in NaFeAs have considerably lower zone boundary energies and more isotropic effective in-plane magnetic exchange couplings. These results are consistent with calculations from a combined density functional theory and dynamical mean field theory and provide strong evidence that pnictogen height controls the strength of electron-electron correlations and consequently the effective bandwidth of magnetic excitations.
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Shortly after the discovery of the collinear antiferromagnetic (AF) order in the parent compounds of iron pnictide superconductors [Fig. 1(a)] [1–6], a key issue was raised concerning the strength of electron correlations in these materials and their relationship to magnetism and superconductivity [7–13]. In the itinerant picture, the static AF order arises from the nesting of the hole and electron Fermi surfaces [7,8], much like the spin-density-wave state of chromium [14]. Here, superconductivity occurs due to the sign-reversed superconducting order parameter between the hole and electron Fermi surfaces [15,16]. Alternatively, iron pnictides may be in close proximity to a Mott-insulating phase [10–12], and therefore local physics and electron correlations are important to the magnetism and superconductivity. In the local moments model, the local moments formed by the Fe 3d electrons, especially those in the $d_{xz}$, $d_{yz}$, and $d_{xy}$ orbitals, are coupled to their neighbors by anisotropic superexchange interactions, which are also responsible for the emergence of superconductivity [Figs. 1(c)–1(f)] [17–21].

Although there are indeed electron correlations in iron pnictides [22,23], the correlation strength arises primarily from the Hund’s coupling $J_H$, which tends to align spins of all the electrons on a given Fe-atom, and hence enhances spin fluctuations without considerably impeding charge excitations [24,25]. This is in contrast to the Coulomb repulsion $U$, which severely hampers charge excitations in order to enhance spin fluctuations [26]. Due to the slow spin fluctuations in iron pnictides, the local magnetic moments appear on Fe sites, but due to fast charge fluctuations, these local moments are considerably reduced from the atomic-limit value, and only a fraction of the local moments order statically in the AF state [27,28]. Therefore, electronic excitations at low energy are neither fully itinerant nor fully localized, but have a dual nature, and are showing characteristic of both [6]. Density functional theory (DFT) combined with dynamical mean field theory (DMFT) may provide a realistic approach to describe the partially itinerant and partially localized electrons in iron pnictides [29,30]. With this approach, the evolutions of spin excitations in electron and hole-doped BaFe2As2 has been mapped out [28,31,32]. Furthermore, the method predicted that the correlation strength depends sensitively on the Fe-pnictogen distance owing to the hopping mechanism of the Fe 3d electrons, and is strongly enhanced with increasing Fe-pnictogen height [25,33]. Experimentally, spin waves throughout the Brillouin zone have only been measured in the AFe2As2 (A = Ba, Sr, Ca) family due to the availability of large single crystals [34–38]. Since the pnictogen heights [5] and spin-wave bandwidths [6] are similar for AFe2As2, it remained unclear whether the iron-pnictogen distance in iron pnictides can indeed control the electron correlations and spin excitation spectra.

In this Letter, we present inelastic neutron scattering (INS) studies of spin waves in NaFeAs, the parent compound of NaFe1–xCoxAs family of iron pnictide superconductors [39]. We chose NaFeAs because it has weak AF ordered moment ($\mu \approx 0.1 \mu_B$), low Néel temperature [$T_N = 45$ K, Fig. 1(b)], and large pnictogen height ($h_{\text{MAS}} = 1.416$ Å) [4], significantly different from previously studied AFe2As2 ($\mu \approx 1 \mu_B$, $T_N \geq 138$ K, and $h_{\text{MAS}} \approx 1.358$ Å) [Fig. 1(c)] [5]. Although the in-plane Fe-Fe distance may also play a role in determining the electronic properties of the system, its change from...
AFe$_2$As$_2$ to NaFeAs is much smaller. If electron correlations and spin-wave spectra in iron pnictides are mostly controlled by the pnictogen heights in these materials, we expect stronger electron correlations and narrower spin-wave bandwidth in NaFeAs compared with that of AFe$_2$As$_2$. Indeed, we find that spin waves in NaFeAs have the zone boundary energy near $\sim100$ meV, much lower than the $\sim200$ meV zone boundary energy of AFe$_2$As$_2$ [35–37]. By fitting the spin wave spectra using a similar Heisenberg Hamiltonian model as to AFe$_2$As$_2$ [35,36], we find that the nearest-neighbor magnetic exchange couplings in NaFeAs are also more isotropic. These results are consistent with DFT + DMFT calculations, suggesting that the increased pnictogen height in NaFeAs increases the electron correlations, especially in the $d_{xy}$ orbitals, and can fundamentally affect the spin dynamical properties in these materials.

Single crystals of NaFeAs were grown by a self-flux method as described previously [40,41]. Neutron diffraction measurements on the crystals reveal an AF transition at $T_N = 45$ K [Fig. 1(b)] [42]. Our INS experiments were carried out on the ARCS chopper spectrometer at the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS), Oak Ridge National Laboratory. We coaligned $\sim17$ g of single crystals in the [HHL] scattering plane with a mosaic $< 3^\circ$. The wave vector $\mathbf{q}$ at $(q_x, q_y, q_z)$ in Å$^{-1}$ is defined as $(H, K, L) = (q_x a_o/2\pi, q_y b_o/2\pi, q_z c/2\pi)$ where $a_o \approx b_o \approx 5.5664 \text{ Å}$ and $c = 2 \times 6.96 \text{ Å}$ using the orthorhombic magnetic unit cell. In this notation, the AF Bragg peaks occur at the $(0, L)$ positions with $L = 1, 3, \ldots$ [4]. For our measurements, the incident beam energies were $E_i = 80, 150, 250$ meV with $k_i$ parallel to the c-axis. Spin-wave intensity was normalized to absolute units using a vanadium standard (50% error).

For comparison with our INS experiments, we calculate the energy and wave vector dependence of the imaginary part of the dynamic spin susceptibility $\chi''(\mathbf{q}, E)$ [43] using a DFT + DMFT method, where $E = \hbar \omega$ [28,32,33]. Figure 1(g) shows the energy dependence of the local dynamic spin susceptibility $\chi''(E)$ per Fe for NaFeAs and BaFe$_2$As$_2$ where $\chi''(E)$ per formula unit is defined as $\chi''(E) = \int \chi''(\mathbf{q}, E) d\mathbf{q} / \int d\mathbf{q}$ [28,32]. We see that the effect of increasing the pnictogen height from AFe$_2$As$_2$ to NaFeAs is expected to suppress high-energy spin waves and shift the spectral weight to lower energies, thus reducing the spin-wave bandwidth and increasing electron correlations [25,31,33]. The outcome of the experiments suggests that the spin-wave bandwidth of NaFeAs is reduced nearly by half from that of BaFe$_2$As$_2$ [Fig. 1(h)].

To substantiate the experimental and theoretical results presented in Fig. 1, we show in Fig. 2 the two dimensional constant-energy $(E)$ images of spin waves of NaFeAs in the $(H, K)$ scattering plane at different energies and their comparison with fits from Heisenberg Hamiltonian and DFT + DMFT calculations. In the AF ordered state, spin waves in NaFeAs have an anisotropy spin gap of $\Delta = 3$ meV at the AF zone center [38,42]. Figures 2(a)–2(e) show the evolution of spin waves at energy transfers of $E = 15 \pm 3, 45 \pm 3, 60 \pm 10, 80 \pm 10$, and $100 \pm 10$ meV, respectively. At $E = 15 \pm 3$ meV [Fig. 2(a)], spin waves form transversely elongated ellipses centered at the in-plane AF zone centers ($\pm 1,0$) and ($0, \pm 1$) for the twinned domains of NaFeAs. On increasing the energies to $E = 45 \pm 3$ and $60 \pm 10$ meV, spin waves split transversely [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] from the AF zone centers with additional excitations appearing near the ($\pm 1, \pm 1$) positions. On further increasing the energy to $E = 80 \pm 10$ meV, spin waves become crosslike excitations around ($\pm 1, \pm 1$) [Fig. 2(d)]. Finally, spin waves at $E = 100 \pm 10$ meV [Fig. 2(e)] near the zone boundary form anisotropic and asymmetric rings around ($\pm 1, \pm 1$) similar to the zone boundary spin waves of BaFe$_2$As$_2$ at $E = 157 \pm 10$ meV [36].

We have attempted but failed to fit the entire spin-wave spectra in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) using a Heisenberg Hamiltonian consisting of the effective in-plane nearest-neighbor...
FIG. 2 (color online). Constant energy slices of the spin waves as a function of increasing energy at 5 K and fits using the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and DFT + DMFT method. Wave vector dependence of the spin waves for energy transfers of (a) $E = 15 \pm 3$ meV [$E_1 = 80$ meV and $q = (H, K, 1.6)$]; (b) $E = 45 \pm 3$ meV [$E_1 = 80$ meV and $q = (H, K, 5)$]; (c) $E = 60 \pm 10$ meV [$E_1 = 150$ meV and $q = (H, K, 4.5)$]; (d) $E = 80 \pm 10$ meV [$E_1 = 150$ meV and $q = (H, K, 6)$]; (e) $E = 100 \pm 10$ meV [$E_1 = 250$ meV and $q = (H, K, 5.5)$]. (f)–(j) Model calculation of identical slices by using the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with a new damping function convolved with the instrumental resolution [44]. (k)–(o) Calculations of identical energy slices from DFT + DMFT method. The color bars represent the vanadium-normalized absolute spin wave intensity in units of mbar/(sr MeV Fe atom).

[Fig. 1(a), $J_{1a}$ and $J_{1b}$], next-nearest-neighbor [Fig. 1(a), $J_2$], and out-of-plane ($J_c$) exchange interactions with an isotropic spin-wave damping parameter $\Gamma$ suitable for the spin waves of CaFe$_2$As$_2$ [35]. Although allowing anisotropic spin wave damping parameter $\Gamma$ identical to that of BaFe$_2$As$_2$ [36] produces better fits, it still cannot describe the observed spin-wave spectra. Our best fits to the data were obtained by assuming a periodic array of two-dimensional Gaussian damping centers [44]. Figures 2(f)–2(j) show that the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with the effective magnetic exchange couplings $S J_{1a} = 40 \pm 0.8$, $S J_{1b} = 16 \pm 0.6$, $S J_2 = 19 \pm 0.4$, and $S J_c = 1.8 \pm 0.1$ meV fits the observed spin waves in Figs. 2(a)–2(e) quite well.

FIG. 3 (color online). Constant energy ($E$) and wave vector ($q$) dependence of the spin wave excitations at 5 K. Constant $E$ cuts at $E = 15 \pm 3$, 45 $\pm 3$, 60 $\pm 10$, 80 $\pm 10$, and 100 $\pm 10$ meV along the $[H0]$ direction (a)–(e) and along the $[1K]$ direction (f)–(j). Constant $Q$ cuts at $Q = (1,0,4)$ (k) and $Q = (1,0,5)$ (l). The solid lines in (a)–(e), (f)–(j) and (k),(l) are global fits of our spin wave model discussed in the text.

Figures 2(k)–2(o) reveal wave vector dependence of spin waves calculated from a combined DFT + DMFT theory [25,31,33]. The spin excitations at different energies obtained from this approach have much similarities with the experimental data [Figs. 2(a)–2(e)]. The theoretical spin excitations are more diffuse than the experimental data primarily because the temperature used in the calculation (116 K) is higher ($T > T_N$) than the temperature at which the experimental measurement was done (5 K).

To quantitatively compare the observed spin-wave spectra with fits from the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with anisotropic damping, we show in Figure 3 constant energy and constant wave vector cuts of spin waves and their comparison with the fits from the Heisenberg model. Figures 3(a)–3(e) show wave vector cuts along the $[H, 0]$ direction for spin-wave energies of $E = 15 \pm 3$, 45 $\pm 3$, 60 $\pm 10$, 80 $\pm 10$, and 100 $\pm 10$ meV. Figures 3(f)–3(j) plot cuts for these identical energies along the $[1, K]$ direction. Figures 3(k) and 3(l) are energy cuts at wave vectors $(1,0,4)$ and $(1,0,5)$, respectively. We see that the spin waves peak around $\sim 100$ meV near the zone boundary, much lower in energy than that of the AFe$_2$As$_2$ [35–37].

Now we use the DFT + DMFT calculations to trace the origin of the peak position of the dynamical spin susceptibility $\chi''(q, E)$ at the zone boundary $|q| = (1,1,L)$ and to understand the difference between BaFe$_2$As$_2$ and NaFeAs. As shown in Fig. 4, the $\chi''(q, E)$ at $q_M = (1,1,1)$ is peaked...
FIG. 4 (color online). Dynamic magnetic structure factor $S(q, E)$ for BaFe$_2$As$_2$ (top) and NaFeAs (bottom). The theoretical data are shown as colored plots while the black dots with vertical-line error bars are experimental data. Panels (a) and (d) show the total $S(q, E)$, (b) and (e) the diagonal component $S_{xx,xx}(q, E)$ from the $d_{xy}$ orbital which has the largest contribution to the total $S(q, o)$ around the zone boundary (1, 1, L) points, and (c) and (f) the diagonal component $S_{yy,yy}(q, E)$ from the $d_{xy}$ orbital which contributes much less than the $d_{xy}$ orbital to the total $S(q, E)$ around the zone boundary (1, 1, L) points. This orbital difference is enhanced in NaFeAs compared to BaFe$_2$As$_2$ due to the increased As height in NaFeAs and the kinetic frustration mechanism.

From the energy dependence of the local dynamic spin susceptibility for NaFeAs and BaFe$_2$As$_2$ [Fig. 1(h)], we estimate that the total fluctuating magnetic moments for NaFeAs and BaFe$_2$As$_2$ are $(m^2) \approx 3.2$ and $3.6\mu_B$ per Fe, respectively [46]. This means that the total fluctuating moments for both classes of materials are similar, corresponding to an effective spin $S = 1/2$ per Fe [28,32,46], in spite of their large differences in the static ordered moments and $T_N$’s [4,5]. Therefore, while the increased iron pnictogen height in iron pnictides from BaFe$_2$As$_2$ to NaFeAs reduces the spin-wave bandwidth and increases the electron correlation effects, the total fluctuating moments remain essentially unchanged. Since the maximum $T_c$ of $\sim 22$ K in Co-doped NaFe$_{1-x}$Co$_x$As is comparable to the $\sim 25$ K for BaFe$_{2-x}$Co$_x$As$_2$ [5], there does not appear to be a direct connection between the strength of electron correlations and high-$T_c$ superconductivity. For spin excitation mediated superconductors [13], high-$T_c$ superconductivity is controlled by the effective magnetic exchange coupling $J$ and the strength of electron-spin excitation coupling [32]. Since magnetic exchange couplings in NaFeAs are considerably smaller than those of the BaFe$_2$As$_2$, it would be interesting to determine if spin excitations are stronger in electron overdoped NaFe$_{0.935}$Co$_{0.065}$As [47] in comparison with the similar $T_c$ BaFe$_{1.9}$Ni$_{0.1}$As$_2$ [28].

In conclusion, our inelastic neutrons scattering experiments reveal that the effective magnetic exchange couplings in NaFeAs are smaller and more isotropic than those in the heavily studied AFe$_2$As$_2$ family. These results are consistent with calculations from a DFT + DMFT method, suggesting that the increased pnictogen height from AFe$_2$As$_2$ to NaFeAs plays a dominant role in increasing the electron correlations and fundamentally affects the spin dynamical properties in iron pnictides.
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Therefore, we have $\chi(q, E) = \text{Im} P_\wedge(q, E)$, which is connected to the peak position in $\chi(q, E)$. Since $(\text{Im} P_\wedge)^2$ is very small at small $E$ [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], the peak position in $\chi(q, E)$ is mainly determined by $U \text{Re} P_\wedge(q, E)$ approaching unity. Hence, the peak position in $\chi(q, E)$ is connected to the peak position in $\text{Re} P_\wedge(q, E)$. Since $d_{xy}$ orbital has the largest contribution [Figs. 4(a)–4(b)] and for illustration purpose, we consider the single-orbital case, in which the complex two-particle irreducible vertex function is replaced by a single number $U$. Therefore, we have $\chi(q, E) = \text{Im} P_\wedge(q, E)$.

Since the $d_{xy}$ orbital has the largest contribution [Figs. 4(a)–4(b)] and for illustration purpose, we consider the single-orbital case, in which the complex two-particle irreducible vertex function is replaced by a single number $U$. Therefore, we have $\chi(q, E) = \text{Im} P_\wedge(q, E)$. Since $(\text{Im} P_\wedge)^2$ is very small at small $E$ [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)], the peak position in $\chi(q, E)$ is mainly determined by $U \text{Re} P_\wedge(q, E)$ approaching unity. Hence, the peak position in $\chi(q, E)$ is connected to the peak position in $\text{Re} P_\wedge(q, E)$. Since $d_{xy}$ orbital has the largest contribution [Figs. 4(a)–4(b)] and for illustration purpose, we consider the single-orbital case, in which the complex two-particle irreducible vertex function is replaced by a single number $U$. Therefore, we have $\chi(q, E) = \text{Im} P_\wedge(q, E)$.